"Optimal systems" of similarity solutions of a given system of nonlinear partial (integro-)differential equations which admits a finite-dimensional Lie point symmetry group G are an effective systematic means to classify these group-invariant solutions since every other such solution can be derived from the members of the optimal systems. The classification problem for the similarity solutions leads to that of "constructing" optimal subalgebraic systems for the Lie algebra 'S of the known symmetry group G. The methods for determining optimal systems of s-dimensional Lie subalgebras up to the dimension r of 'S vary in case of 3 < s < r, depending on the solvability of 'S. If the r-dimensional Lie algebra 'S of the infinitesimal symmetries is nonsolvable, in addition to the optimal subsystems of solvable subalgebras of 'S one has to determine the optimal subsystems of semisimple subalgebras of 'S in order to construct the full optimal systems of s-dimensional subalgebras of 'S with 3 < s <r. The techniques presented for this classification process are applied to the nonsolvable Lie algebra 'S of the eight-dimensional Lie point symmetry group G admitted by the three-dimensional Vlasov-Maxwell equations for a multi-species plasma in the non-relativistic case.
Introduction
Similarity analysis is a powerful tool for obtaining exact similarity solutions of (nonlinear) partial differential equations (PDEs). In this paper we assume that the reader is familiar with most of the required theory of these applications of Lie groups to PDEs, which are systematically and well described in the textbooks of Ovsiannikov [1] , Ibragimov [2] , Bluman and Cole [3] , Olver [4] , Bluman and Kumei [5] , and Stephani [6] . The inclusion of integrodifferential equations (IPDEs) in the Lie group method was carried out by some authors, especially Taranov [7] , Marsden [8] , Tajiri [9] , and Roberts [10] , and we refer the reader to the mentioned papers for detailed information in this case.
As mentioned in my previous paper [11] (further referred as I), the main aims of the similarity analysis of a given system J 5 " of PDEs (or IPDEs) in n independent and m dependent real variables are to calculate and to classify the similarity solutions of First one has to determine the maximal Lie point [1] and Olver [4] ).
In what follows, we assume that G is a known /--pa- solving a reduced system of PDEs (IPDEs) with n -s independent and m dependent variables (see e.g. Olver [4] ). It is not usually feasible to list all possible similarity solutions of all the s-parameter subgroups, since the number of these subgroups is almost always infinite, and to each s-parameter subgroup there will correspond a family of group-invariant solutions.
Therefore, one desires to minimize the search for similarity solutions by listing the essentially different group-invariant solutions, which leads to the concept of an optimal system of similarity solutions from which every other such solution can be derived. The 0932-0784 / 93 / 0300-0497 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
concept is based on the following result (see Olver [4] Thus, the classification problem for the similarity solutions of s-parameter subgroups of G leads to that of separating the collection of all s-parameter subgroups of G into conjugacy classes of subgroups. A minimal list of nonconjugate s-parameter subgroups (one from every equivalence class) with 1 < s < r is said to be an optimal system Of for the symmetry group G. In order to classify the similarity solutions of one is interested in optimal systems Of with 1 < s < min (r, n).
The problem of finding an optimal system Of for G is equal to that of finding an optimal system Of of s-dimensional subalgebras for the r-dimensional real Lie algebra ^ of the symmetry group G, where the Lie algebra of G is identified with the isomorphic Lie algebra ^ of the Killing vector fields on M whose flows coincide with the actions of the one-parameter subgroups of G on M (see e.g. Olver [4] ). Here, a list of s-dimensional subalgebra forms an optimal system Of if every s-dimensional subalgebra X of ^ is conjugate to a unique member Jf of the list under some element of the adjoint representation, i.e. there is an inner automorphism with g&G such that Ad (g)(Jt) =Jf. A detailed description of most of the known techniques for the construction of optimal subalgebraic systems for the Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries admitted by a system of PDEs can be found in the textbooks of Ovsiannikov [1] , Ibragimov [2] , and Olver [4] , where also a few examples are given. Following Ovsiannikov [1] and Ibragimov [2] , Galas [12] formulated an "algorithm" for the determination of optimal systems of s-dimensional subalgebras of an arbitrary real Lie algebra ^ of infinitesimal symmetries for 1 < s < r, where the classification process varies, depending on the solvability of & in case of 3 < s < r. For a nonsolvable Lie algebra ^ the problem of classifying its s-dimensional subalgebras with 3 < s < r is generally harder (see below).
In a series of papers (cf. [13] , [14] , and [15] ) Patera, Sharp, Winternitz, and Zassenhaus developed another, but related method of classifying the subalgebras of a real (complex) finite-dimensional Lie algebra under conjugation and applied it to some fundamental Lie algebras of physics. Especially for the Poincare algebra (see [13] and also [16] ) these authors gave a complete classification of its subalgebras up to dimension five relative to the group of complex valued inner automorphisms of the algebra.
Recently, Coggeshall and Meyer-ter-Vehn [17] determined the 14-parameter Lie point symmetry group admitted by the three-dimensional, one-temperature hydrodynamic equations, including conduction and a thermal source. (Related systems were investigated by Ovsiannikov [1] , Coggeshall and Axford [18] , Coggeshall [19] ). For a seven-parameter solvable subgroup corresponding to two-dimensional axisymmetric geometry they calculated optimal systems of oneand two-dimensional subalgebras of the Lie algebra of this subgroup using the techniques described by Ovsiannikov [1] and Galas [12] .
In I a survey of these known techniques for the construction of optimal subsystems of solvable subalgebras for the real Lie algebra ^ of an arbitrary finite-dimensional Lie point symmetry group is given. Furthermore, in I a modified method, which is based on the properties of the bilinear invariant forms (relative to the local Lie group of the inner automorphisms of the Lie algebra ^ or relative to the groups of the inner automorphisms of its subalgebras), is presented, where the calculation of these invariant bilinear (symmetric) forms may be done using computer-algebra programs, exspecially the REDUCE 3.2 programs OPTSYS and BINV, which are also described in I. The knowledge of the associated "linear" and "bilinear" invariants of an arbitrary vector in ^ is helpful during the process of classifying the solvable and nonsolvable subalgebras of since these invariants cannot be changed by the full adjoint action. The advantage of this modified technique is shown in I by applying it to the nine-dimensional solvable Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries admitted by the two-dimensional non-stationary ideal magnetohydrodynamic equations.
In case of a solvable r-dimensional real Lie algebra the optimal subsystems ©f of solvable s-dimensional subalgebras of ^ with 1 < s < r are full optimal systems Of, since any subalgebra of ^ is also solvable (see e.g. lemma 1 in I). Since the techniques for obtaining optimal subalgebraic systems for a solvable Lie algebra or optimal subsystems of solvable subalgebras of an arbitrary real finite-dimensional Lie algebra have been discussed in I, we restrict our atten-tion in the present work to the problem of classifying the 5-dimensional subalgebras of an arbitrary nonsolvable r-dimensional real Lie algebra ^ by means of full optimal subalgebraic systems @f with 3 < s < r. A description of the techniques for this classification process based on the investigations of Ibragimov [2] is given in Section 1. In addition to the optimal subsystems ÖF of 5-dimensional solvable subalgebras, one has to determine optimal subsystems ©f of the s-dimensional semisimple subalgebras of a Levi subalgebra if of ^ and optimal subsystems 0f of s-dimensional subalgebras with non-trivial Levi decompositions.
The problem of determining optimal subsystems ©f for a semisimple Levi factor if of ^ leads to the classification theory of complex semisimple Lie algebras and their real forms, which is the great achievement of the classical work of Cartan and Killing and is treated in most books on Lie algebras (see e.g. Varadarajan [20] . Since in course of similarity analysis of PDEs (IPDEs) one frequently finds three-dimensional real Levi subalgebras, we only investigate these cases.
In Sect. 2 the three-dimensional (3-D) VlasovMaxwell equations (VMS) for a multi-species plasma in the non-relativistic case are regarded. This system admits an eight-parameter real Lie point symmetry group G with a nonsolvable Lie algebra
The group G contains the three-dimensional Euclidean group E(3), which is the semidirect product of the rotation group SO (3, IR) and the group of space translations T(3), the one-parameter group of time translation, and one scaling group. Using the techniques described in I and in Sect. 1, we determine full optimal systems of s-dimensional subalgebras of the eight-dimensional Lie algebra ^ for s = 1,..., 8. Here, the (bi-)linear invariants of an arbitrary vector in the Lie algebra ^ (relative to the group of inner automorphisms of the Lie algebra are rather helpful to obtain optimal subalgebraic systems, since with the aid of these invariants it is possible to shorten the lengthy classification process in comparison with the usual techniques.
Optimal Systems for Nonsolvable Lie Algebras
In this section we describe the basic tools for the construction of full optimal systems of s-dimensional subalgebras for the real Lie algebra ^ of a given r-parameter Lie point symmetry group G admitted by a system of partial (integro-)differential equations, where seN and reN denote natural numbers. Here, we restrict most of our attention to the task of classifying the s-dimensional subalgebras for a nonsolvable Lie algebra ^ in case 3 < s < r, since the techniques for obtaining optimal subsystems of solvable subalgebras of a nonsolvable Lie algebra ^ are summarized in I. The following description of the available techniques is based on the textbooks of Ovsiannikov [1] and Ibragimov [2] , which Galas [12] used to formulate an "algorithm" for the determination of optimal subalgebraic systems without using the invariants of the group of the inner automorphisms. These invariants can play an important role during the construction of optimal subalgebraic systems (see e.g. Sect. 1 in I). For the proofs of the theorems stated below we refer the reader to the usual books on Lie groups and Lie algebras, for example Jacobson [21] , Sagle and Walde [22] , Varadarajan [20] , or Hilgert and Neeb [23] .
In what follows, we denote the dimension of the real finite-dimensional Lie algebra ^ by d(^) := dim(^) = r e N and assume that a basis of & is given by {»!,...,»,.}. Then any g in a neighbourhood of the identity element of the Lie point symmetry group G with Lie algebra ^ may be written as 
where the linear mapping Ad(g = exp(sv)): & maps the vector w e ^ to the Lie series 
(see Ovsiannikov [1] and Olver [4] ). Clearly, Of consists only of the Lie algebra ^ itself. Since all one-and two-dimensional Lie algebras are solvable, the optimal subalgebraic systems Of and Of for an arbitrary real finite-dimensional Lie algebra ^ consist only of solvable Lie subalgebras and can be constructed using the techniques described e.g. in Sect. 1 in I. Therefore 0f = &f holds for j = 1, 2. For a solvable real r-dimensional Lie algebra any of its subalgebras is solvable (cf. lemma 1 in I) and an optimal subalgebraic system ©f +1 with 1 < s < (r -1) may be obtained by the "method of expansion" (see subsection 1.2 in I) of the representative members of a known optimal system Of, since, according to the Lie theorem in I, every (s+ l)-dimensional solvable algebra contains an s-dimensional solvable subalgebra. This still holds when one looks for the solvable subalgebras of an arbitrary real Lie algebra ^ in order to obtain optimal subsystems Öf of solvable subalgebras for ^ (see e.g. Ibragimov [2] and I).
To classify subalgebras of dimensionality 2 < s < r in the case of a nonsolvable real r-dimensional Lie algebra one can sucessfully employ the LeviMal'cev theorem asserting the existence and uniqueness (up to conjugation) of the Levi decomposition of ^ into a semidirect sum of its radical and a semisimple Levi factor (see e.g. Ibragimov [2] ). Furthermore, the Mafcev-Harish-Chandra theorem gives an important addition to the Levi-Mal'cev theorem such that most subalgebras of a nonsolvable ^ can be completely classified by means of both theorems (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] and Ibragimov [2] ). In this paper, we restrict our attention to the task of classifying the s-dimensional subalgebras of a nonsolvable real r-dimensional Lie algebra with a non-trivial Levi decomposition in case 3 < s < r. First we give some basic definitions and theorems, which are necessary to state the LeviMal'cev theorem and the Mal'cev-Harish-Chandra theorem and to proceed to the description of the techniques available for the named classification problem.
Theorem 1 (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] and Varadarajan [20] Hence, the radical of a finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra ^ is ^ itself, i.e. = and its derived algebra := is a subalgebra of its nilradical The radical of any Lie algebra is invariant under all (inner) automorphisms of the Lie algebra (see e.g. Varadarajan [20] = 0.
From theorem 1 and the above definition it follows that the factor algebra is semisimple for a finite-dimensional Lie algebra
Since one-and twodimensional Lie algebras are solvable, i.e. the radical of such a Lie algebra is the algebra itself, there exists no semisimple Lie algebra ^ of dimension d(^) = 1 or d(^) = 2. In the course of similarity analysis of PDEs (IPDEs) one frequently encounters three-dimensional semisimple subalgebras of the real Lie algebra ^ of infinitesimal symmetries (see e.g. Ibragimov [2] and Ovsiannikov [1] ). These semisimple real Lie algebras of dimensionality 3 must be isomorphic either to the Lie algebra (3, IR) of the rotation group SO (3, IR) or to the Lie algebra (2, IR) of all real 2 x 2-matrices with trace zero, where both algebras are real forms of the complex Lie algebra 5^(2, (C) (see e.g. Jacobson [21] ). Any three-dimensional real Lie algebra not containing two-dimensional subalgebras is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of rotations Sf(9 (3, IR) with the basis {u l , u 2 , u 3 } and the structure
The special linear algebra (2, IR) spanned by the three basis vectors w 2 , w 3 has the structure
contains two-dimensional subalgebras (see Jacobson [21] ). Both <9*0(3, IR) and ^(2, IR) are even simple Lie algebras. Instead of the above definition one can use the following criterion of semisimplicity of a finitedimensional real Lie algebra ( S.
Cartan's Criterion of Semisimplicity (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] 
We call the real symmetric matrix := (Kf k ) the Killing matrix (relative to the given basis {i^,..., v r } of the r-dimensional Lie algebra
The radical of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra can be characterized with the aid of the Killing form by the following theorem. The classification of a semisimple Lie algebra is based on the following theorem.
Structural Theorem (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] or Hilgert and Neeb [23] With the aid of this theorem it is established that every ideal of a semisimple Lie algebra is semisimple, and for a semisimple Lie algebra = ( 3. In essence, this theorem reduces the study of semisimple Lie algebras to that of simple algebras, which is well treated in most books on Lie algebras (see e.g. Varadarajan [20] ).
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The Levi theorem shows that any finite-dimensional Lie algebra decomposes in the semidirect sum of its radical and a semisimple subalgebra.
Levi Theorem (see e.g. Ibragimov [2] and Varadarajan [20] (X) .
The Levi decomposition is trivial for semisimple Lie algebras {ß C3) = 0) and solvable Lie algebras (0tif3) = ( 3) . The uniqueness (up to conjugation) of a
Levi decomposition for a finite-dimensional Lie algebra is proved by the Mal'cev theorem, which is a corollary of the following Mal'cev-Harish-Chandra theorem.
Mal'cev-Harish-Chandra Theorem (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] and Varadarajan [20] For the sake of simplicity we stated the above theorem in a weak form (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] ). In addition, we gave the strong form in parentheses <...) (see Varadarajan [20] ).
Corollary 1 (see e.g. Jacobson [21] ). Any semisimple subalgebra of a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra <3 can be imbedded in a Levi factor of ( 
3.
Hence, every semisimple subalgebra of a finitedimensional real Lie algebra ^ is conjugate to a subalgebra of any Levi factor of <3. If = ©s if' is an arbitrary Levi decomposition for a subalgebra Jf of a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra where = is the radical of Jf and if' is a Levi subalgebra of Jf, then 0t' and if' are a solvable and a semisimple subalgebra of ( 3, respectively. Thus, the Levi factor if' of Jf has to be conjugate to a semisimple subalgebra in any Levi subalgebra of < S.
Mal'cev Theorem (see e.g. Jacobson [21] Ad(#) e Int(^) such that M = Ad (g) (.#"). Then there exists an inner automorphism exp (ad (w)) g Int(if) with we if such that M = exp(ad(w))(^T).
"Construction" of Full Optimal Subalgebraic Systems
In what follows, we describe an "algorithm" to construct optimal systems of subalgebras for an arbitrary r-dimensional real Lie algebra ^ with null center and the fixed basis {»!,...,»,}.
Remark. If the Lie algebra ^ contains a nonzero center := {w e £ | [«, w] = 0 Vi/ e ^ 0, then it is sufficient to classify the subalgebras of the factor algebra ^/JT(^) by means of optimal subalgebraic systems, where the factor algebra is isomorphic to the Lie algebra ad consisting of all the inner derivations (see e.g. Hilgert and Neeb [23] ). If full optimal systems of subalgebras are known for 9/&C&) or for ad(^), then they can be considered as known for the entire Lie algebra ^ (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] and I).
During the construction of Of consisting of conjugacy classes of one-dimensional subalgebras of ^ one begins with the selection of a nonnull vector • ...
• exp(e r v r ) with real parameters £ r . The values of these parameters should be choosen to achieve the maximum possible "simplification" of the real coordinates ,..., ß r of w. This permits the choice of the simplest representative of the class of conjugate subalgebras to which the Lie algebra spanned by u belongs, where the ("linear" and "bilinear") invariants of u (relative to Int(^)) place restrictions on how far one can expect to "simplify" the vector w (see e.g. Olver [4] or I). The various possibilities of selecting u
give the conjugacy classes of one-dimensional subalgebras and, from them, an optimal system Of (see e.g. Ovsiannikov [1] and I).
In order to construct an optimal system Of it is possible to use the "method of expansion" of the representative members of a known optimal subalgebraic system Of as described in I (see also Ovsiannikov [1] ). Since any one-or-two-dimensional Lie algebra is solvable, full optimal systems Of and Of for ^ are given by optimal subsystems Of and Of of solvable subalgebras of where ^ may be solvable or not.
If ^ is solvable, full optimal subalgebraic systems Of are optimal subsystems Of of solvable subalgebras for ^ for any s = 1,..., r, since any subalgebra of & is solvable. Any optimal subalgebraic systems Of+! for 1 <7 < (r -1) may be constructed using the method of expansion of the members of an optimal system Of (see e.g. subsection 1.2 in I).
From now on, let the r-dimensional real Lie algebra ^ be nonsolvable. If the radial of & and a Levi decomposition ( S = 0l(f § s ) ©s if are known, then the construction of fully optimal systems Of of s-dimensional subalgebras with 3 <s<r may be done successively in the following way (cf. Ibragimov [2] and Galas [12] ):
Step 1 (Optimal subsystems Of of solvable subalgebras). According to the construction of optimal subsystems of solvable subalgebras (see subsection 1.2 in I), one determines an optimal subsystem Of of all the nonconjugate s-dimensional solvable subalgebras of the Lie algebra ^ using the method of expansion for the representatives of an optimal subsystem Of_ j.
Step 2 (Optimal subsystems Of of semisimple subalgebras). Following corollary 2, one determines in case of s< d(if) all the nonconjugate s-dimensional semi-simple subalgebras of the semisimple Levi subalgebra if. If s = d (if), the only semisimple subalgebra is the Levi factor if itself. If s is less than, or equal to, the dimension d(if) of if, an optimal subsystem 0f of 5-dimensional semisimple subalgebras of the Levi factor if has to be constructed, which is empty if there is no 5-dimensional semisimple subalgebra in if. Any semisimple subalgebra in if. Any 5-dimensional semisimple subalgebra in ^ is then conjugate to one of the representatives in ©f.
Step 3 (Optimal subsystems 0f of subalgebras with non-trivial Levi decompositions). For any existing conjugacy class of the y'-dimensional semisimple subalgebras of the Levi factor if in an optimal system Qf with 3 <j < 5 and j < d(if) one chooses a representative semisimple subalgebra if' of ^ and determines all the (s -y)-dimensional solvable subalgebras 01' of <3 such that DT n if'' = 0 and \0T', if'] c 01' hold. The resulting 5-dimensional subalgebras of type 3f? = 01' © s if' are listed. With the aid of this list one constructs an optimal subsystem @f of these 5-dimensional subalgebras. Any other 5-dimensional subalgebra of ^ with non-trivial Levi decomposition is conjugate to a representative of a class in 0f.
Step 4 (Full optimal subalgebraic systems 0f). The union of the three optimal subsystems ©f, ©f and ©f obtained in this way forms a full optimal subalgebraic system ©f for ( 3.
In case of s = 3 a full optimal subalgebraic system ©f for ^ is given by ©f and ©f. If the dimension of the Levi factor if is d(if) = 3, then <3 decomposes into the semidirect sum of its radical and if, where the Levi subalgebra is isomorphic either to Sf&(3, R) or to <9"if (2, R). The Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries admitted by the three-dimensional non-relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell system contains £F&(3, R) as a three-dimensional Levi factor (see Section 2).
Ovsiannikov [1] constructed in his example § 14.9 full optimal subalgebraic systems for a four-dimensional reductive Lie algebra ^ with a three-dimensional Levi factor if isomorphic to the special linear algebra ^i? (2, R), where a Lie algebra is said to be reductive if its radical coincides with its center (see Varadarajan [20] ). Since ^ is reductive, the Lie algebra <3 is the direct sum (&) © (see e.g. Varadarajan [20] ) of the one-dimensional center and the semisimple derived algebra = if isomorphic to (2, R).
In the course of similarity analysis of a system of PDEs (or IPDEs) one sometimes finds a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra J of the infinitesimal symmetries of the given system, which is an ideal J in an arbitrary real Lie algebra ^ for which optimal subalgebraic systems are known. Thus, the question arises whether the task of classifying the subalgebras for the Lie algebra J under consideration may be simplified with the aid of the known optimal subalgebraic systems for ( 3. In what follows, we describe a technique for this classification problem, where we assume that J is a proper r-dimensional ideal of the real r-dimensional Lie algebra ^ such that 0 < d (J) = r < d = r and the factor algebra <&IJ has a small dimension 0 < d (<3/J) = r -r. The latter condition of small dimensionality of the factor algebra is stated for the sake of practicability of the techniques given below. The basic results for the construction of optimal systems for J are: If J is a proper ideal of then exp (ad (»))(,/) = J holds for any inner automorphism exp (ad (»)) g Int (&) with ue^. If the two 5-dimensional subalgebras Jf and JT of the ideal J in ^ are nonconjugate (relative to Int(^)), they cannot be conjugate relative to the group Int (</). If full optimal subalgebraic systems ©f (relative to Int(^)) are known for 1 < s < r, then a complete set of optimal systems ©f (relative to Int (</)) for s = 1,..., r can be constructed in the following way (cf. Galas [12] ):
We define the list 9f as the union of the non-conjugate 5-dimensional subalgebras in ©f (one representative from every conjugacy class relative to Int(^)), which are also subalgebras of the Lie algebra J. Furthermore, for an arbitrary subalgebra J? e let £f(Jf) be the set of all subalgebras exp (ad (®))pf), where v ranges over a set of representatives of all cosets v + Je^/J. The union of the sets (Jf) for all Jf e Sf is denoted by Successively for any 5-dimensional subalgebra Jf of J in one determines the conjugacy classes in §f (Jf) relative to Int(</) and lists one representative from every class. Then the union of these lists forms a full optimal system ©f (relative to \nl(J)) for J. In general, it follows that Sf <= ©f c= If <3 is the direct sum of the ideal J and an ideal jf, i.e.
( 3 = J © Jf, then even = ©f = since exp (ad (r)) (Jf) = X holds for any ve X and for any subalgebra of J.
Examples for this construction of optimal systems with the aid of known optimal subalgebraic systems are demonstrated by Galas [12] and Fuchs [24] .
The Three-Dimensional Vlasov-Maxwell Equations
We consider three-dimensional motions of a collisionless plasma of a species without a background or external fields in the non-relativistic case {a e N). In what follows, the particles of species a have charge q*, mass m*, and the three-dimensional distribution function /"* = ff (x*, vv*, t*), where x* = x*e 1 + y* e 2 + z* e 3 is the space vector, vv* denotes the velocity vector, and t* is the time. The distribution functions ff (oc = 1,..., a) for the a species, the selfconsistent electric field E* = £*(x*, t*), and the selfconsistent magnetic field B* = B* (x*, t*) satisfy the following threedimensional The Lie point symmetries of the one-dimensional (1-D) VMS are well studied. The full Lie point symmetry group admitted by the 1-D VMS without external fields or a background was calculated 1978 by Taranov [7] , In [7] Taranov also discussed the results of a work of Baranov [25] , who calculated in 1976 a symmetry group admitted by the 1-D VMS for an electron plasma with a fixed and homogeneous ion background through a formal approach to the infinite system of PDEs for the moments of the electron distribution function. In 1985 Roberts [10] derived the full Lie point symmetry group admitted by the 1-D VMS in case of a one-species plasma with a background and a multi-species plasma with q^/m^ ^ q ß /m ß for a ^ ß (a, ß = 1,..., a) , where also a homogeneous background was assumed.
If one looks at a plasma consisting of o > 1 species, where qjm a # q ß /m ß for any ß / a (a, ß = 1,..., o) holds, the real Lie algebra & of the full Lie point symmetry group G = exp(^) admitted by (6) 
The full symmetry group G is generated by these one-parameter transformation groups. Roberts announced in [26] a manuscript on an investigation of the Lie point symmetries admitted by the 3-D VMS and described verbally the structure of the symmetry group as given above.
Three additional discrete symmetries of the 3-D VMS are given by
h+(x, -vv, -;,//,...,/*,£, -B),
: Table 3 ).
From the Killing polynomial which is the characteristic polynomial of the inner derivation ad («) for UG&, the rank of which is defined as the minimal (algebraic) multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 of ad (a) for all the vector fields can be read (see e.g. Sect. 1 in I) and one finds = 2. Furthermore, the inner automorphisms Jf -+ X were calculated (using the REDUCE 3.2 program BINV). They are listed in Table 3 , where the dimensionality, the rank and the total number of functionally independent scalar invariants (cf. (10)) for these ideals Jf are also shown. According to the techniques for the construction of an optimal subalgebraic system 0f for the Lie algebra ^ described in Sect. 1 in I, our aim during the classification process is to shorten the search for the conjugacy classes in ©f by separating all the one-dimensional subalgebras of ^ in nonintersecting algebra classes with the aid of the calculated invariant bilinear forms (relative to the inner automorphisms group Int(^)). Since these classes are invariant relative to all inner automorphisms ^ -*• subalgebras of different classes cannot be conjugate (see subsection 1.1 in I). In order to determine these invariant algebra classes, we r first choose a nonzero vector u = X a j v j e & with j= i arbitrary coefficients a lt ... f a r , which spans the onedimensional subalgebra Jf (i/), and consider the (bilinear invariants of u. Then we try to "simplify" the basis vector u of a representative subalgebra Jf (ii) for any of the determined algebra classes by calculating a conjugate element with proper values for the real numbers s l ,...,s r such that as much coefficients a x ,..., a r vanish as possible. The various alternative cases give the conjugacy classes of conjugate subalgebras and, from them, an optimal system 0f for ^ (see subsection 1.2 in I). Since <2> (1) with <P (1) (u, u In order to construct an optimal subalgebraic system ©f for ^ with the aid of the "method of expansion" of the members in ©f, one has to determine the normalizers Norpf(n>,)) := {» e 3 | [», Wj] g Jf(Wj)} of the subalgebras Jf^) in Of for j = 1, ...,6. These normalizers are listed in Table 5 and were calculated using the REDUCE 3.2 program NORM, which was briefly described in Sect. 1 in I. In the next step during the classification process (see subsection 1.2 in I), we choose for every one-dimensional subalgebra Jf («) in Table 5 ). From the resulting list of solvable subalgebras Jf we delete the conjugate ones except of one representative for every conjugacy class. The remaining representatives form an optimal subalgebraic system Of for which is given in Table 6 .
Analogously to the above given construction of 0f = Öf, optimal subsystems Öf of s-dimensional solvable subalgebras in ^ may be constructed for 3 < s < 7 (cf. step 1 in subsection 1.1). Since there are no seven-dimensional solvable subalgebras of Öf is an empty list. As noticed above, & is the semidirect sum of its five-dimensional radical with basis ® 2 , ® 3 , ® 4 , v 8 } and the semisimple three-dimensional Levi subalgebra if := y (9(3, IR) . Thus, an optimal subsystem Of is given by the Levi factor (9 (3, R) spanned by v 5 ,v 6 ,v 7 .
Hence, all optimal subsystems @f of s-dimensional semisimple subalgebras in SfC){3, R) for 4 < s < 7 are empty sets (cf. step 2 in subsection 1.1). According to step 3 in the subsection 1.1, there remains the task of classifying the s-dimensional subalgebras of ^ with non-trivial Levi decompositions by means of optimal subsystems @f for 3 < s < 7. Since the choosen Levi factor if has the dimensionality d(if) = 3, ©f is empty and optimal subsystems @f for 4 < s < 7 can be constructed by considering the conjugacy classes of s-dimensional subalgebras of type jf = 01' ® s Sf (9(3, R) , where 01' is a (s -3)-dimensional solvable subalgebra of ^ such that 0t' n 3, R) = 0 and [gt, Sf(9{3, R)] c & hold. Full optimal subalgebraic systems 0f for the Lie algebra ^ of infinitesimal symmetries admitted by the 3-D VMS are shown in Table 7 for s = 3,..., 7, where the real numbers a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 8 are non-negative, unless otherwise stated. Clearly, 0f contains only ^ itself.
From the full optimal subalgebraic systems ©f for ^ the corresponding optimal systems ©f of s-parameter subgroups for the symmetry group G = exp(^) admitted by the 3-D VMS follow by exponentiating the infinitesimal generators, which span the choosen s-dimensional subalgebraic representative in ©f (1 < s < 8). In general, the calculation of reduced systems of IPDEs, which are associated to the subgroups in the optimal systems for G containing the rotation group R), fails (cf. Olver [4] ). Therefore, one is only interested in the optimal subsystems Öf of solvable subgroups of G for s = 1,..., 6 during the classification of the similarity solutions of the 3-D VMS. Fur- saves a lot of time during the classification process.
The advantage of this modified method was demonstrated here by applying it to the eight-dimensional Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries admitted by the non-relativistic 3-D Vlasov-Maxwell equations for a multi-species plasma without a background and external fields.
A more detailed description of the techniques to obtain optimal systems of subalgebras for the finitedimensional real Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries admitted by a given system of PDEs or IPDEs will be stated in my PhD thesis (in German). In addition, the modified method to construct optimal subalgebraic systems, which is based on the knowledge of complete sets of functionally independent scalar invariants relative to the real Lie group of the inner automorphisms, will be applied to the Lie algebra ^ of the Lie point symmetry group ^ admitted by the relativistic 3-D Vlasov-Maxwell equations for a multispecies plasma *.
